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let alone, because we contend that their religion is dis-
honouring to the living God and hurtful to themselves,
because -we affirm that Christ is the one Saviour and the
rightful Lord, they are eager to find something in our
books and views which they can assail, and by which they
can show our position to be untenable.
There is nothing we hear more frequently than that all
religions lead to the same goal, as all the roads of a
country lead to its capital To this we reply that those
who wish to go to Calcutta in the east are not likely to
reach it soon if they set out on the road to Lahore in the
west. The east and west are opposite, and yet they are
not opposed; but good and evil, righteousness and un-
righteousness, are essentially opposed, their fruits are
opposed, and those who practise them are sure to find
themselves at last in places as distinct from each other as
light is from darkness, as happiness is from misery.
Traditional religion is strong, except in peculiar
seasons when the tide of public opinion runs in the
channel of religious revolt From the lips of Hindus
we hear continually, " We must walk in the ways of our
fathers. What our fathers believed we believe. What
our fathers practised we practise. No good son leaves
his father and mother. No good wife leaves her husband
for another." To this objection we have various replies.
We tell them they do not walk in the ways of their
ancient fathers, for they did many things, such as eating
the flesh of cows, which they abhor, knew nothing of the
gods they worship, and were not fettered by caste as they
are. What we say about these Hindu ancestors gets
little credit, as the people generally know nothing about
them. We remind them that among themselves there
have been tribes that have from generation to generation

